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The Effect of Cell History on the
OFF Switching Rate of
Type 1 Fimbriation in E.coli

5

Phase variation in bacteria is often considered to be a purely
random Poissonian process, in which cells switch between distinct
expression states. However, this assumption has been difficult to
test directly in bulk experiments. In this study we investigate the
statistics of fim phase variation, using GFP-labeling to follow
switching in single cells in real time. Our data indicates that for
our experimental conditions, OFF switching rate is constant over
time and does not depend on the switching history, thus verifying
the Poissonian nature of fim switching within several generations
after an ON switching event.
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5.1 Introduction
Following the work of Luria and Delbruck [77], phase variation studies have
commonly assumed that phase variation is a purely random process that follows
Poissonian statistics. Such studies include the examination of phase variation in
flagellar expression in Salmonella [114] and type 1 fimbrial expression in E.coli
[37]. However, this Poissonian process assumption itself has never been tested
directly and would imply that the probability of switching is constant in time for a
given environment.
In E.coli, the expression of type 1 fimbriae is phase variable, resulting in a
heterogeneous population of fimbriate (ON state) and afimbriate cells (OFF state).
The fim genetic switch, fimS, is a 314 bps invertible DNA segment containing a
promoter sequence for the fimbrial structural genes. DNA inversion is performed
by two different recombinases: FimB, which switches both ON and OFF and FimE,
which is strongly biased to OFF switching.
Recent phase variation studies suggest various mechanisms that could lead to nonPoissonian switching behavior. One example is orientational control, in which the
FimE recombinase that switches off the fimbrial expression is produced only when
the switch is in the ON state [56,110]. As a consequence of the orientational
control, it has been proposed that shortly after an ON event, the probability for a
consequent OFF switching event may be lower than normal due to a lack of FimE
at the beginning of the ON state [119,121]. In this scenario, the rate of OFF
switching is not constant in time, resulting in a deviation from Poissonian
switching statistics [119].
Traditional bulk methods are not suitable to address this question, as they measure
the percentage of cells in a certain state, thus averaging the switching rate of many
cells with different switching histories. In this study, we investigate fim switching
statistics and the role of switching history. Specifically, we ask whether the time
spent in the ON state has any effect on the OFF switching rate. Here we address
this question by placing GFP under the control of the fim switch, and following the
resulting fluorescence in single cells as they first switch OFF-to-ON, and later
switch ON to OFF, in real time (fig. 5.1).
Our data provides the first evidence that the OFF switching rate is constant in time,
and thus independent from its switching history. These results support the
commonly used assumption that switching in type 1 fimbrial expression is a
Poissonian process. Due to the limitation of growth on agar however, our
observations were limited to intermediate time scales (between 2 to 7 generations).
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Further investigations at both shorter and longer timescales are of much interest.
Our approach can be used to study the stochastic properties and possible epigenetic
effects in other phase variation systems.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 ON and OFF switching rates of the fim switch
Cells are grown exponentially in a MOPS medium supplemented with glucose and
a low amount of leucine. They are spread on an agarose surface containing the
same medium and observed with phase contrast and fluorescence microscopy. In
this experiment we use glucose as the carbon source because the presence of
glucose is known to reduce the level of PapB protein that represses the type 1
fimbrial expression [124]. Low concentrations of leucine are also added to the
medium because it increases fim switching rates in bulk experiments [41].
Single cells are grown exponentially in microcolonies with an average division
time of about 57 minutes. As mentioned earlier (chapter 4), fluorescence
microscopy allows unambiguous discrimination of the ON and OFF states. During
microcolony growth, multiple switching events are observed within one
microcolony. A typical microcolony originates from a single OFF cell that
previously had several ON switching is shown figure 5.1. Multiple ON switching
events along the microcolony’s growth results in observed patches of ON submicrocolonies.
Single ON and OFF events are shown in figures 5.2A and C respectively. The
corresponding changes in fluorescence level are indicated in figures 5.2B and D
respectively. These data were extracted from the microscopy images using imageanalysis software [100]. An ON switching event is usually readily observed within
the first 10 minutes after the switching time. For example in figure 5.2A, the ON
event begins to show in image ‘b’, where the switching cell starts to become
brighter than its neighboring cells. The start of fluorescence increase is not the
same as the switching time, but because the correction for GFP maturation time
occurs in both time points, only the time difference needs to be considered. An
OFF switch is indicated by a decrease in the fluorescence. The fluorescence
decrease occurs mainly because of the slow dilution due to growth and division, so
an OFF switching event is usually only observed about 1 generation after the
switching time. Because we aim to isolate switching events, here we do not
concentrate on the precise pattern of GFP expression as determined by the DNA
replication process that was discussed in the previous chapter.
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Figure 5.1 Phase variation at the single cell level.
(A) In the ON orientation, the promoter that is positioned within the invertible element
fimS drives transcription of the fim operon. GFP has been inserted into fimA, the first
gene of the fim operon, allowing single-cell monitoring of the fim operon expression
level. Transcription is turned OFF upon inversion of fimS, which positions the promoter
in the opposite direction. This reversible inversion process is performed by two
recombinases, FimB and FimE.
(B) A fluorescence (left) and phase contrast (right) image of a microcolony derived
from a single OFF progenitor at the end of an experiment. Multiple ON switching
events along the microcolony’s growth results in observed patches of ON submicrocolonies. There are more than 1000 cells shown in this image.

First, we aim to estimate the overall fim ON and OFF switching rates. Overall ON
rates are computed by taking the total number of ON events that occur during
colony growth, and dividing it by the total potential switchers for all time intervals.
The number of total potential switchers is the number of OFF cells that could
switch but do not. Overall OFF rates are determined in the same manner. We
correct for the required time to observe a switching event, and for areas in the
microcolony that cannot be properly observed, for example by excluding areas
where two or more layers of cells grow on top of each other. The measured ON and
OFF switching rates are 3.8±1.3*10-2 and 2.7±0.41*10-2 per cell per generation
respectively. The measured OFF switching rate is comparable to values previously
reported from bulk measurements, but our ON rate is higher [41]. Our result agrees
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Figure 5.2 ON and OFF switching event in growing microcolonies.
(A) Time-lapse fluorescence (upper panel) and phase contrast images (lower panel) of
an ON switching event. The white arrow indicates the switching cell lineage. The time
corresponds to the time in figure B as indicated by the letters a to h.
(B) Time-lapse fluorescence (upper panel) and phase contrast images (lower panel) of
an OFF switching event. The white arrow indicates the switching cell lineage. The time
corresponds to the time in figure D as indicated by the letters a to j.
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(C) The quantified fluorescence level of cells in figure A with the switching lineage
depicted as black lines. A single branching represents one cell division. Grey lines
correspond to other cells within the family.
(D) The quantified fluorescence level of the cells in figure C with the switching lineage
depicted as black lines. A single branching represents one cell division. Grey lines
correspond to other cells within the family.

with previous work that states that the OFF reverse switching rate is important and
should be accounted for in bulk rate measurements [41].
5.2.2 The effect of switching history on the OFF switching frequency
After estimating overall ON and OFF switching rates for the fim system, we set out
to investigate the effect of cell history on the OFF switching rate. Our aim is to
determine the ON time: the time between an ON and a subsequent OFF event (fig.
5.3). A large amount of OFF cells are followed in time and screened for ON
switching events. After several cells switch ON are observed and their positions are
marked, we then apply a smaller imaging timestep to follow the growth of the
newly ON sub microcolonies. Typically, during the first few generations, cells
were dividing in synchrony (up to the third generation). Over time, reverse
switching events to the OFF state were observed within the newly formed ON submicrocolonies (fig. 5.3B).
In total we recorded 152 ON-OFF traces, from about 1400 ON cells in 55 ON submicrocolonies. Our data show a relatively constant switching rate with a mean of
approximately 3.0±2.1*10-2 events per cell per generation between 100 and 400
minutes of ON time. The distribution of OFF switching rates shows a peaked shape
(fig. 5.4B) and a Poissonian fit to the normalized data gives a correlation
coefficient of about 0.8. The data in the last 50 minutes suggest a decrease in the
switching rate (fig. 5.4A). However, although we cannot measure it directly, it does
not seem likely that this downward trend continues beyond 400 minutes. First, the
amount of data in this time regime is limited, making the measurements less
precise. Second, the average of the data in figure 5.4A is similar to the switching
rate for asynchronous ON cells, which have on average been in the ON state for a
significantly longer time than 400 minutes is 2.7±0.41*10-2 per cell per generation
(see dashed line). We therefore conclude that there is no significant deviation from
the Poissonian distribution for OFF switching rates within the time window of our
measurements. The precision of the distribution at the smaller time scales is lower
due to the necessarily smaller number of cells for young sub-microcolonies. At the
longest time-scales, the precision is lower because of the formation of multiple
layers of cells that reduces the number of observable cells.
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Figure 5.3 OFF switching events in a newly ON sub-microcolony.
(A) A schematic family tree of the microcolonies followed in this study. An OFF cell
acts as the progenitor of each colony. A single ON switching event indicates the start of
an ON sub-microcolony (grey lines). Over time, multiple OFF events are observed
within the ON sub-microcolony, resulting in OFF cell lineages (black lines).
(B) The open arrow points at the first ON cell of the sub-microcolony. After several
divisions, multiple OFF switching events occurred. The solid arrows points at the newly
formed OFF cells.
(C) The duration of a cell lineage being in the ON state before a certain OFF switching
event occurs (Δt) is described in this graph. The switch ON is considered to be t=0.
Images were generally taken every 10 minutes, except at the beginning a larger timestep
was used.

Figure 5.4 Measured ON to OFF switching rates for ON sub-microlonies in time.
(A) OFF switching rates as a function of ON time per 10 minutes time bin. In total, 152
events were observed from 55 ON sub-microcolonies of different sizes aligned at t=0,
which is the time of the ON switching event. Gray dotted lines represent the mean OFF
switching rate for non-aligned ON cells (cells that have presumably been ON for a
longer period of time).
(B) Normalized histogram of observed OFF switching rate for ON time between 100
and 400 minutes (the total sum is 1). The gray line represents a Poissonian probability
mass function fitted to the experimental data (correlation coefficient = 0.8, mean 3.0,
var=4.7).

The defining feature of a Poissonian stochastic behavior is the lack of ‘memory’.
This characteristic is expressed in our experiment as a constant switching
probability in time. Models suggesting non-Poissonian behavior for the fim switch
as a consequence of fim orientational control proposed a peak in the OFF switching
probability as a function of time spent in the ON state [119,121]. This peak was
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suggested to occur within the first generation after a cell being switched ON. Due
to poor statistics for the first 100 minutes, we cannot determine if there is a
significant time period void of OFF switching events during the first moments after
cells being turned ON. Such discrimination requires a very large number (several
thousands) of ON sub-microcolonies to be followed in time.
In addition to the need for a large number of observed cells, there are more reasons
why OFF switching events at early ON times is experimentally difficult to detect
with our construct. Depending on when the ON switching occurs within the cell
cycle, the epigenetic inheritance of GFP into cell lineages that has only OFF fim
copies (described in chapter 4) masks some of the rare OFF switching events at
early times. This particular case will arise as a result of an ON event that occurs
before fim duplication and an OFF event after fim duplication. In another scenario,
when both ON and OFF switching events occur after fim duplication, an early OFF
event will appear as quick transient brightness, where a cell becomes slightly
fluorescent and then loses its fluorescence again. A short imaging time-step is
required to be able to detect such events reliably.
Another possibility to detect an early OFF event is the scenario when the ON event
occurs after fim duplication in one cell cycle and the OFF event occurs after fim
duplication in the next cell cycle. In this particular scenario, the number of
daughter lineages that show transient brightness is increased by one. To illustrate
such a scenario, consider a cell with a interdivision time of 60 minutes where DNA
replication starts at the moment of division according to the Cooper-Helmstetter
model of DNA replication. After duplication, there are a maximum of 2 copies of
fim. An ON switching event after fim duplication will normally result in one
daughter lineage with transient brightness. In the next cell cycle, after the ON copy
of fim is duplicated, an OFF event after the duplication will cause one additional
cell lineage with transient brightness.
5.3 Discussion and outlook
Phase variation has long been regarded as a purely random process in nature.
However, direct evidence of this assumption has never been presented before. Bulk
studies are not appropriate to address this question due to the averaging that takes
place. In this study, we explore the possibility of phase variation as a nonPoissonian process, using fim phase variation as a model system. By using a single
cell approach and recording cell lineage history over time as switching events
occur, we provide the first results from such attempts. We follow newly formed
ON sub-microcolonies and measure the OFF switching events over time. Our
results indicate a constant OFF switching rate that does not depend on the
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switching history of the cells from about 100 minutes (approximately 2
interdivision times) to about 400 minutes. However, further investigations in other
time regimes (very close to the starting ON event or much longer after) are
required to fully address the posed questions.
In order to further study the switching behavior of the fim switch, investigations
over different timescales would be of much interest. Due to the problems
mentioned above, investigation of switching frequencies for shorter timescales
(within the first 2 generations after an ON event) requires a slightly different
approach. One possible approach is to construct a strain in which a second
fluorescent protein is expressed when the fimS promoter is in the OFF orientation.
This approach would allow the differentiation between transient brightness due to
chromosome copy number effect and an OFF switching event. However, a trickier
problem to solve is the statistical requirements of a large amount of newly switched
ON cells. This requirement implies another requirement for an even larger number
of OFF cells from which the ON cells originated. To reduce this number, an
experimental condition that increases fim switching rates is then preferred, or the
use of a mutant that has an increased ON switching rate is of much interest. A high
density of cells packed in micro-structures might act as an alternative approach.
Moreover, some of the open questions related to fim switching behavior might be
addressed by following the dynamics of the recombinase level itself in time. Since
recombinases are expressed in relatively low levels in vivo, a different approach of
labelling from the one applied here for fimS is required. A membrane bound
fluorescent protein has recently been used to probe low gene expression in live
cells [127], and thus might provide a way to follow FimE expression dynamics in
E.coli.
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